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Of the remaining lands of the Peloponnese there is little
to be said. In Elis, the Aitolian horde, which in the legend
accompanies the Dorians from " windy Erineos" in the
northern Doris, had established themselves in the " Hollow
Vale "—a plain between hills and sea—from which their
state took its name. Their fertile cornland and pasture-land
—in which, as in other fertile lands, the Rape of Persephone
was localized 1—- gave them all that they could desire of
sustenance, and like the good man in Hesiod they had no need
to wander over the sea. Partly no doubt in defence of what
they had taken, they fought, and ultimately established a
" protectorate" over, the surviving older inhabitants to
south of them. There resulted, here also, a state whose remoter
members were more conscious of their local village patriotism,
and an early victor at Olympia is described not as an Eleian—-
that would have meant an inhabitant of the " Hollow Walis "
—but as a man of Dyspontion in the south.
In Elis city life on the Aegean pattern never developed
except late and as an artificial growth. There was no city
of Elis until after the Persian wars.2 We shall hear of border
wars against Arkadian hillmen inland, against the Achaians
of Dyma in the north and against recalcitrant subjects in the
south ; but for the rest Elis had no history. Probably because
there was so little need for politics, the government was
allowed to pass into the hands of a Council of Ninety, whose
members, elected for life from among certain families only,
" formed another oligarchy within the original one " 3;
that is to say, probably, gradually ceased to consult the
general assembly of the fighting men of the dominant
nation.
Elis' chief claim to importance in Greek affairs therefore
lay in her possession of the great sanctuary of Olympia.
Here} in the valley of the Alpheios, the Eleian invaders who
had pushed southward thus far founded, traditionally in
776 b.c., the four-yearly panegyris with its athletic sports
in honour of Olympian Zeus, which won such fame.. The
place was already held sacred ,* in early days there is said to
1 Paus. vif 21, 1-2.	* Str. viii, 830.	» Ar. Politics, 1308 a.

